
Objectives:  …study word meanings systematically such as across curricular content areas
... acquire an extensive vocabulary through reading and systematic word study

... draw on experiences to bring meanings to words in context such as interpreting figurative language and multiple-meaning words  

Cartoon Costume Vocabulary Stretch

You will find some new vocabulary words in the poems in Dirty Laundry Pile.  Use a dictionary to discover 
their meaning and pronunciation.  Listen to their pronunciation by using the dictionary at 
http://www.yourdictionary.com/   When you know a word’s  meaning, pronunciation, part of speech, and the 
way it is used, create a cartoon using the voice of the word!  Illustrate the word as if it were a living creature.  
Personify the word by  choosing a costume that would best fit the word and making a short speech in the voice 
of the word.  Challenge students in other classrooms to dress as their favorite NEW words at school!  Choose 
appropriate background music to play as you make your presentation!  http://www.midiworld.com/classic.htm

1.  reticence (noun) (rĕt ĭ səns) —the state of 
being reluctant or unwilling

Don’t ask me to do something. I will be 
reluctant to do it, and most likely I will 
refuse.  I’m ornery!  I’m stubborn.  But 
sometimes I am a good friend to have.  
I’m the one who helps you say “NO” to 
dangerous things like rudeness, drugs, 
and violence.  I’m the one who keeps 
you from breaking a law.  My name is 
RETICENCE. I am used in the poem, 
“Scarecrow’s Dream.”

2.  reveling (verb) (rĕv’ əl ĭng)--taking great 
pleasure or delight, celebrating wildly  

Oh, my gosh!  I’m so excited! I just 
LOVE to learn new vocabulary!  It 
makes me want to jump up and down 
when I hear a new word!  Yea!  I’m 
always celebrating our vocabulary 
study.  Actually, I’m always celebrating 
SOMETHING!  People say I get kind of 
wild in my celebrations, but that’s okay!  
They usually join me!  What am I doing?

Why, REVELING, of course!

I’m used in the poem, “Prayer of a 
Snowflake.”

3.  consort (noun) 

4.  fugitive

5.  accomplice

6.  swash  

7.  confidant

8.  skulks

9.  exquisite 

10.  confessor 

11.  expiring

12.  cherished

13.  whorl

14.  inhabitants

15.  unfurling

16.  igniting

17.  bacteria

18.  juncture

19.  puncture

20.  annoying

Now create your own:
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